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Lesson 1

**Target Language**

- How many eggs do you eat a day?
- How much coffee do you drink?

**1 Word Focus**

- a cup of coffee
- a bottle of juice
- a bowl of rice
- a loaf of bread
- a teaspoon of sugar
- a kilo of meat

**2 Conversation**

Bo, you like eggs and coffee a lot, don’t you?

Yes, I do. I always have them for breakfast.

How many eggs do you eat a day?

I eat two eggs a day.

How much coffee do you drink?

I drink three cups of coffee a day.

Really? Too much coffee is not good.

I know. I will cut down my coffee to one cup a day.

**Grammar**

How many + countable nouns ...?
How much + uncountable nouns ...?
Lesson 2

**TARGET LANGUAGE**

- Are there any tomatoes in the fridge?
- No, there aren't any tomatoes, but there are some cabbages in the fridge.

1. **Word Focus**

   - Tomato
   - Cucumber
   - Cabbage
   - Snack
   - Convenience store

2. **Conversation**

   I want to make a salad. Are there any tomatoes in the fridge?
   No, there aren’t any tomatoes, but there are some cabbages in the fridge.
   Ok, I’m going to the convenience store to get some tomatoes and snacks. Is there anything you want me to buy for you?
   There’s little milk for my coffee. Can you buy some for me?
   OK. I need to go now. There’s only a little time.

**Grammar**

- Some vs. Any
- A few vs. Few
- A little vs. Little
Lesson 3 Whose Sun Umbrella is it

**Target Language:**
• Whose sun umbrella is it? It is hers.

1 Word Focus

- Sun umbrella
- Sunglasses
- Bracelet
- Boots
- Suit
- Jacket

2 Conversation

**Dad**
- Aya, is this new sun umbrella yours?
- Whose sun umbrella is it?
- Esta's umbrella looks pretty good.
- Oh, those are your uncle's boots. He'll join us for dinner.

**Aya**
- No, it's not mine.
- I borrowed it from Esta. It's hers.
- Yes. I just saw a new pair of boots at the door. Whose boots are those?

Grammar:
Possessive Pronouns
Possessive Nouns
Whose Questions
Lesson 4  DO YOU WANT COFFEE OR TEA

TARGET LANGUAGE

• Do you want coffee or tea?
• Do you like a ham or an egg sandwich?

1 Word Focus

start off  best seller  dine-in  take-out

2 Conversation

Can I start you off with a drink?  Yes, please. I would like something warm.
Sure. Do you want coffee or tea?  I’ll have coffee without sugar, please.
Okay. Would you like something to eat?  Hmm. Do you have sandwiches?
Yes. Do you like a ham or an egg sandwich?  I want an egg sandwich, please.
Great. It’s our bestseller.  Your order will be served shortly.

GRAMMAR

Choice Questions
Articles: a/ an
Zero Articles
Lesson 5  WHAT DO YOU DO ON SUNDAYS

TARGET LANGUAGE

• Does your sister go with you?
• What do you do on Sundays?
• Do you want to go with me this Sunday?

1 Word Focus

bookstore  coffee bar  skate park  second-hand market

2 Conversation

Hi, Bo. Do you go to the central park on Saturdays?
Yes, I do. I go to the central park on Saturdays to walk my dog.

Does your sister go with you?
No, she doesn’t. She goes to the skate park on Saturdays.

Oh, I see. She likes playing skateboard indeed.
Yes, she really does. What do you do on Sundays, Aya?

I go to the second-hand market on Sunday afternoons. Do you want to go with me this Sunday?
I’d love to.

GRAMMAR

Question word + do/ does + subject + bare infinitive ...?
Do I/ you/ we/ they go to ...?
Does he/ she go to ...?
Lesson 6 IS SHE PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES

TARGET LANGUAGE

- Is she playing computer games?
- Is he washing his car in the yard?

1 Word Focus

watering the flowers  watching TV  skateboarding  washing the car

2 Conversation

Thank you for helping me with the chores.  No problem, Mom.

What is your sister doing?  Is she playing computer games?

No, she isn't. She's cleaning her room.

Oh okay. Where is your dad?  Is he washing his car in the yard?

Yes, he is.

Great. I can get a good rest today.

GRAMMAR

Verb–ing Spelling Rules
Present Progressive Tense
Lesson 7  HE IS FIXING MY BICYCLE

TARGET LANGUAGE
• He is fixing my bicycle.
• I’m going to the city center this afternoon.

1 Word Focus
- doing the laundry
- hanging out
- giving up smoking
- going traveling

2 Conversation

Do you need my help, Mom?  It’s fine, Aya. What is your father doing now?
He is fixing my bicycle. I need it today.  Are you hanging out?
Yes, mom. I’m going to the city center this afternoon, and hanging out with my friends.  When are you coming back?
I’ll be home before dinner.  Alright. Get home in one piece.

Grammar
Present Progressive tense
• Action in progress
• Action in the near future
Lesson 8

**TARGET LANGUAGE**

- What kind of sports do you want to play?
- Do you like playing volleyball?

1 **Word Focus**

- Individual sport
- Karate
- Skiing
- Surfing

2 **Conversation**

Sports fest is coming. What kind of sports do you want to play, Aya?

I like individual sports because I can compete on my own.

I know, but it’s fun to meet new people. Besides, you like playing volleyball.

Is that true, Aya? Do you like playing volleyball?

Yes, I do. Just for fun. But Bo also enjoys doing karate. How about you? What kind of sports do you like?

Well, I like some extreme sports, like skiing and surfing. My favorite sport is skateboarding.

Fantastic! That’s really cool!

---

**Grammar**

Do you like + verb-ing (gerund)?

Gerund vs. Present Participle
Lesson 9
Mrs. Sato Cooks Food for the Family

Target Language
- Mrs. Sato cooks food for the family.
- Mr. Sato is reading the newspaper.

1 Word Focus
- play Frisbee
- uneventful
- residence
- treasure

2 Conversation
Sundays are usually uneventful in Sato’s residence. The Sato family usually stays at home. Mrs. Sato cooks food for the family. Mr. Sato cleans his car. Grandma and Grandpa read newspapers. Bo plays computer games while his sister goes skateboarding. They spend most of their Sundays doing their usual weekend routine.

Today is not like the past Sundays. The Sato family is in the park. It’s a lovely day. Grandma and grandpa are walking by the river. Mr. Sato is reading the newspaper while Mrs. Sato is placing some food. Bo is playing Frisbee with the dog while his sister is taking photos. What more could they ask for in a day! They’re making new memories they will surely treasure in the future.

Grammar
Simple Present Tense vs. Present Progressive Tense
Lesson 10

UNIT REVIEW

WORD FOCUS

Lesson 1
a cup of coffee
a bottle of juice
a bowl of rice
a loaf of bread
a teaspoon of sugar
a kilo of meat

Lesson 2
tomato
cucumber
cabbage
snack
convenience store

Lesson 3
sun umbrella
sunglasses
bracelet
boots
suit
jacket

Lesson 4
start off
best seller
dine-in
take-out

Lesson 5
bookstore

coffee bar
skate park
second-hand market

Lesson 6
watering the flowers
watching TV
skateboarding
washing the car

Lesson 7
doing the laundry
reading the newspaper
giving up smoking
traveling

Lesson 8
individual sport
doing karate
go skiing
go surfing

Lesson 9
play Frisbee
uneventful
residence
treasure

GRAMMAR FOCUS

1. How many + countable nouns ...?; How much + uncountable nouns ...?

2. Quantity Words: • Some vs. Any • A few vs. Few • A little vs. Little

3. Possessive Pronouns; Possessive Nouns; Whose Questions

4. Choice Questions; Articles: a/ an; Zero Articles

5. Question word + do/ does + subject + bare infinitive ...? Do I/ you/ we/ they go to ...?

6. Verb–ing Spelling Rules ; Present Progressive Tense

7. Present Progressive tense: • Action in progress • Action in the near future

8. Do you like + verb–ing (gerund)?; Gerund vs. Present Participle

9. Simple Present Tense vs. Present Progressive Tense